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Gender equity through sustained social and economic
empowerment of  Young Women.

1.Summary of the action

Title of the action: Gender equity through women’s rights education and

empowerment initiatives

Location(s) of the action: Country: IndiaStates: (1) Andhra Pradesh, (2) Goa (3)

Maharashtra and (4) Tamil Nadu

Total duration of the action (months): 12 months

Amount (in EUR) of requested € 106,400

EU contribution

Objectives of the action Overall Objective: The overallobjective of the project

is to contribute towards a society, where women are

equal and respected members through sustained social

empowerment education.

Specific Objective # 1: To develop a women

empowerment education and training tool with 10

modules.

Specific Objective # 2: At least 7,200 women gained

knowledge and have the capacity to raise their voice

against discrimination and claim their rights.

Target group(s) The target group for this project is women, in the age

group of 18 to 30 years, primarily uneducated, ignorant

of women’s rights, lacking the resources and support to
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claim their rights, and who are victims or at high-risk

of becoming victims of gender discriminations or

gender rights violations.

Final beneficiaries At least 7,200 Women Self-help group members in the

age group of 18-30 years and their families

Estimated results Output:

1. A training tool with the following 10 modules

developed and ready: women space, my word is my

honour, savings, creating assets, financial inclusion,

violence against women, women rights,

responsibility, accept & celebrate differences, and is

SHG enough.

2. At least 7,200 women SHG members gained

knowledge on women’s rights and privileges.

3. A network of agents of women’s empowerment with

at least 360 self-help groups promoted.

Outcome (Objective 1): The developed women

empowerment and capacity building training tool with

10 modules is used in the training workshops.

Outcome (Objective 2): Trained women (i) realize

and cherish their space and live with dignity and more

vibrant and independent; (ii) women earns respect and

trust and bring honour for her family by keeping her

word; (iii) women become asset holders, through

savings; (iv) women build assets through entrepreneurial

trainings and activities; (v) women are enabled access

to credit and use it for productivity and repay

promptly; (vi) women understand their value and fight
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against the violence; (vii) women know of their rights

and do not compromise on their rights; (viii) women

accept responsibility and become accountable; (ix)

women respects and value others irrespective of caste,

creed and belief and (x) women take part in decision-

making and become part social movements.

Outcome (Objective 3): (i) Synergetic growth among

the network members.  (ii) Improved sustainability of

self-help groups’ economic activity. (iii) Strong network

and effective advocacy of women’s rights. (iv)

Improved gender-equality and addressing of women’s

issues.

Main activities 1. To develop a video training module and IEC materials

for distribution.

2. To organize 180 workshops to promote awareness

and educate women on their rights.

3. To promote networks of women self-help groups in

18 Districts of four States.

4. To disseminate best-practices to other self-help

groups.

2. Relevance of the action

Promotion of women’s sustained prosperity and empowerment through the well-established

institutions of women self-help groups is the prime objective of this proposed intervention.

The second focus is social empowerment towards gender equality by knowledge dissemination

(rights education) and motivation.

OVERALL OBJECTIVE:  “Gender equality through economic empowerment of women self-

help groups by enabling access to marketing infrastructure and training for sustained

income generation.”
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Specific Objective #1: To develop women empowerment video training modules on 10

topics.

Specific Objective #2: To empower women as agents of social change and gender

equality.

PRIORITIESPRIORITIESPRIORITIESPRIORITIESPRIORITIES:

Target Group Priority:

The beneficiary group of this project is the most vulnerable women i.e. rural women

self-help group members.  Vulnerability is defined here in terms of the household and

its members’ ability to deal with risks, shocks and proneness to food security.  Rural

women are faced with problems related to poverty, illiteracy, lack of skills and

healthcare.  Government of India has recognized self-help groups as an effective and

result-oriented poverty alleviation tool, combined with women empowerment.  Studies

have shown that self-help group intervention has improved the living standards, social

skills, thereby leading to empowerment.  The incidence of poverty and unemployment is

much more pronounced among the rural community.  Scheduled Castes and Scheduled

Tribes, recognized as structurally poor, are 55 per cent of the self-help group members.

Widows, also a vulnerable and under-privileged group, were found to be 10 per cent of

self-help group members.1   Planning Commission of Government of India report2

emphasizes that self-help groups are necessary to overcome exploitation, create

confidence for the economic self-reliance of the rural poor, particularly among women,

who are mostly invisible in the social structure.

Target Location Priority:

The proposed project targets the backward districts of Andhra Pradesh, Goa Maharashtra

and Tamil Nadu States in India.  The States are selected on the basis of sustained

existence of self-help groups and the districts are selected on the basis of concentration

of SHGs and potential opportunities for marketing activities.  The following are the

1 APMAS (2006). “Self-Help Groups in India – A Study on the Lights and Shades”. EDA Rural Systems Private Ltd,
Gurgaon. For CRS, USAID, CARE, GTZ/NABARD.

2 Planning Commission, GOI, (undated), “Microfinance and Empowerment of Scheduled Caste Women: An
Impact Study of SHGs in Uttar Pradesh and Uttaranchal.
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target States and Districts: Target Districts in Andhra Pradesh State: Guntur, East

Godavari, Chittoor, and Krishna Districts.  Target Districts in Goa State: North Goa and

South Goa Districts.  Target Districts in Maharashtra State: Sindhudurg and Ratnagiri

Districts. Target Districts in Tamil Nadu state: Ramanathapuram, Sivagangai, Dindigul,

Tuticorin, Virudunager, Pudukottai, Dharmapuri, Villupuram, Tiruvannamalai, and Tiruvallur

Districts.

EXPECTED RESULEXPECTED RESULEXPECTED RESULEXPECTED RESULEXPECTED RESULTSTSTSTSTS:

Expected OutputExpected OutputExpected OutputExpected OutputExpected Output:

1. Ten video training modules on the title “Women in Action” to educate and to make

them realize and seek rights and privileges on 10 issues (women space, my word is my

honour, savings, creating assets, financial inclusion, violence against women, women

rights, responsibility, accept & celebrate differences and is SHG enough).

2. At least 7,200 women SHG members gained knowledge on women’s rights and privileges.

3. A network of agents of women’s empowerment with at least 360 self-help groups as

members, promoted.

Expected OutcomesExpected OutcomesExpected OutcomesExpected OutcomesExpected Outcomes:

Outcome (Objective 1): The developed women empowerment and capacity building training

tool with 10 modules is used in the training workshops.

Outcome (Objective 2): Trained women (i) realize and cherish their space and live with

dignity and more vibrant and independent; (ii) women earns respect and trust and bring

honour for her family by keeping her word; (iii) women become asset holders, through

savings; (iv) women build assets through entrepreneurial trainings and activities; (v) women

are enabled access to credit and use it for productivity and repay promptly; (vi) women

understand their value and fight against the violence; (vii) women know of their rights and

do not compromise on their rights; (viii) women accept responsibility and become

accountable; (ix) women respects and value others irrespective of caste, creed and belief and

(x) women take part in decision-making and become part social movements.
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Outcome (Objective 3): (i) Synergetic growth among the network members.  (ii) Improved

sustainability of self-help groups’ economic activity. (iii) Strong network and effective

advocacy of women’s rights. (iv) Improved gender-equality and addressing of women’s issues.

RRRRReleeleeleeleelevvvvvance to the parance to the parance to the parance to the parance to the particular needs and constrticular needs and constrticular needs and constrticular needs and constrticular needs and constraints ofaints ofaints ofaints ofaints of  the the the the the
tartartartartarggggget countryet countryet countryet countryet country.....

Rural women’s development with a view to guarantee equity and social justice and alleviation

of poverty have been accorded top priority in the agenda of India’s economic policies and

strategies of Five-Year Plans.  Indian Government has recognized self-help groups as an

effective and proven poverty alleviation tool, combined with the potential for women

empowerment since, self-help groups are well-established structures within the community.

Most of the rural women are vulnerable to all sorts of violence; women do not have a say

over themselves; poor knowledge on savings and financial independence; women should

understand their space in their home and society; women should realize that they are

responsible for their change.  Most of the women empowerment programmes emphasize

nothing more than WHAT can be given to women, but not WHY and HOW it should be

given.  Hence, the 10-module video programme is essential to achieve “holistic women

empowerment”.

Target groups and final beneficiaries, their needs and constraints and
how the action will address these needs

Target Group/Final Beneficiaries: The target group is women self-help groups and its

members, particularly, illiterates from the rural locations of the 18 selected districts.

The final beneficiaries will be 7,200 women in the age group between 18 and 30 years.

Their existing major livelihoods are: wage labour, small and marginal holding cultivation,

cattle rearing, forest produce, and fishing.  The most common non-farm livelihoods are

traditional occupations such as, weaving, carpentry, black-smithy, washing clothes, etc.

The net incomes and employment days from the current livelihoods are inadequate to

meet their day-to-day expenses.  Villages are faced with problems related to poverty,

illiteracy and lack of skills.
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Beneficiary Selection Criteria:  These 7,200 final beneficiary women (i) should be in

the age group of 18-30 years; (ii) should be members of women self-help groups; (iii)

self-help groups will be selected on the basis of its structure, group operation, and

homogeneity of members for sustained existence, cooperation and continuation of

project interventions.

Target Group Needs:

(i) Need for Women’s Rights and Empowerment Education: Majority of women,

particularly women from the backward communities, are ignorant of the legal provisions

that ensure rights to women.  .  In a study, about 54% of the women surveyed agreed

that it is justifiable for a husband to beat his wife.  This ignorance costs them much

and brings them no relief.  There have been no initiatives or plans by the government

to sensitise and educate these women about their rights and legal redressal processes.

An absolute majority of women victims did not even know that their male partners are

violating the law, and they are entitled to seek assistance and protection through law.

Instead, affected women, most often seek help from their parents/families.  They just

believe and accept that being women, it is their destiny to tolerate their male partners.

(ii) Destitution and Desertion of Women: women, deserted by their husbands, are unaware

of their right to claim maintenance and alimony from their husbands.  Mostly, children

are left with the mother, without any income to raise and educate their children.  In

some cases, the husband has taken unauthorized custody of the child/children without

the mother’s agreement and contrary to family law ruling, since these women are

ignorant of their rights and privileges.

(iii) Domestic Violence: Domestic violence has affected a significant number of women and

their families.  Millions of women, in India, live in an atmosphere of constant

aggression in their homes, in the hands of drunken husbands and sometimes other

members of the family.  A survey indicates that 1 in 4 women have experienced

domestic violence in their lifetime; 75% of domestic violence victims did not disclose the

abuse.  Most domestic violence incidents have resulted in physical injury and for some

women, permanent disability.  Domestic violence by men against their women partners

have destroyed a sense of security and had horribly disrupted family life.  Almost 100%

of children living in homes, where domestic violence is prevalent, have psychological

impact.
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(iv) Dowry System: Dowry deaths, like other crime against women, are under-reported;

many cases of burns and other injuries caused, are recorded as accidents, which were

actually due to dowry harassment.  These results imply that without proper women’s

rights education, many victims of domestic violence and their children, are forced to

return home to their abuser and suffer for ever.

(v) Sexual Harassment at the Work Place: There is not a single woman who has not

experienced sexual harassment in her life. According to a survey by Oxfam India, 17

per cent of working women in India have experienced sexual harassment at workplace.

The top three industries unsafe for women are: unskilled labourers (29%), domestic help

(23%) and small-scale manufacturing (15%), which fall under unorganized category.

Majority of the victims did not resort to any formal action against the perpetrators,

mostly as they are not aware of redress mechanism.  They keep quiet because, if they

make a noise about it, they may face more harassment.

(vi) Ignorance about Legal Redressal System and Government Welfare Schemes: State

governments have a number of welfare programmes and schemes to widows, destitute/

deserted women, and their children.  But, because of their ignorance, these affected

women fail to avail these assistances and welfare schemes.

Programme Strategy

Self-help groups are already a well-established concept in almost all rural villages and very

popular among poor rural women throughout India.  Self-help group is a homogeneous group

of about 15-20 women; it is a recognized concept promoted and are being supported by

government assistances. Hence, when these women self-help group members are skilled and

capacitated, the concept of this project is sustained in the community.

Don Bosco Action Network Society has been engaged for the past three years, in promoting

and empowering women self-help groups.  Women self-help groups, linked with savings and

micro-credit have successfully demonstrated their effectiveness and sustainability.
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Training Modules

We did a survey to assess the knowledge, capacity and skills of women towards their

economic and social empowerment and particularly in claiming their rights.  The following

aspects are identified which reveal how a woman lives in a rural area, in spite of being part

of Self-Help Groups for many years.

1. Most of the Rural Women are still backward; most of them have no idea of why they

are in the Self-Help Groups?

2. Majority of Women are denied even with basic education and they are unaware of how

they are being exploited.

3. Women are highly vulnerable for all sorts of Violence; the rate of Domestic Violence is

very high in Rural and Tribal villages of India.

4. A woman doesn’t even have a say over herself and her Space, and this is common in

all parts of India.

5. Women have a very poor knowledge on “Savings”, and “Financial Independence”, and

most of them are not able to reach out and understand the importance of saving

money for them.

A girl has no future after their marriage, and Child Marriages are still encouraged in most of

the Villages in India.  After realizing this reality, the Creative team decided immediately to

work on the concepts keeping in mind what women really need and how the concepts can be

converted as a powerful tool, to be understood and related by an ordinary simple woman.

The video training modules should be made in a way which will act as the right weapon for

the need of the hour, focusing the real challenges of the women. Our Consultant, Mr. Kurian

Kuttikaran, the veteran social activist and trainer, who has got vast experience in the field

of women training and empowerment across India, helped the team to look within the

problems and think beyond the old fashioned solutions, and assisted us to coin the following

new set of themes: (see annexure).
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1. Women space – “one for all and all for one”

2. My word is my honour

3. Savings

4. Creating assets

5. Financial inclusion

6. Violence against women

7. Women rights

8. Responsibility

9. Accept and celebrate difference

10. Is SHG enough?

These 10 modules will be the basis for empowerment training of this project.

As individual self-help groups, their resources, expertise, bargaining power and reach out are

limited and in most cases unviable, which emphasize the need for a network. Networking of

self-help groups will enable the members to share information, and constraints if any.  The

network will improve women’s  capacity, expand their knowledge and improve their strength

in achieving equal rights.

Particular added-value elements

Contributing to achieve MDG-1: The project activities will supplement Government of

India’s efforts to achieve millennium development goal 1(poverty alleviation) by

facilitating sustainable income-generation and empowerment of women.

3. Description of the action

Activities to Achieve Objective #1: To develop a video training module on 10 training

topics as described in the annexure. (see annexure 2)

Activities to Achieve Objective #2: Networking of women groups in the target States/

Districts towards ensuring sustained knowledge dissemination.  Coordinators and field staffs
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will visit the target group villages, conduct focus-group discussions and promote network of

women’s self-help groups.

Women’s rights education & empowerment workshops: An education video tool with 10

modules for educating women about their rights and privileges and to empower them to

seek and claim their rights will be developed for presentation.  This video will educate the

target women on 10 concepts, viz. (1) Women’s space – ‘one for all and all for one’; (2) My

word is my honour; (3) Savings; (4) Creating assets; (5) Financial inclusion (6) Violence

against women; (7) Women rights; (8) Responsibility; (9) Accept and celebrate differences;

(10) Is SHG enough? (see annexure 2).  A total of 180 educational workshops will be

organized in the 18 target districts and about 7,200 women will participate (40 women*180

batches).

Evaluation and Reporting: Pre- and post-evaluation will be done for each training organized,

to measure the level of participants’ comprehension by developing necessary data collection

instruments (survey questionnaire).  Performance reports, with supporting documents and

audited account statements will be submitted as directed by the agency.

 KKKKKeeeeey staky staky staky staky stakeholder geholder geholder geholder geholder grrrrroupsoupsoupsoupsoups

Stakeholders, for this project are: Women self-help groups (direct beneficiaries), Don Bosco

Development Organizations in the four target states (State level programme implementing

organizations), Don Bosco Action India (DBAI) (National level programme implementing

organization) – will be the nodal agency; Bosco Seva Kendra in Telugana,  DON BOSCO

DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY, Maharastra, KONKAN DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY Goa, CAUVERI

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Tamil Nadu (Project partners in India).  All these programme partners

were consulted; a common minimum programme was designed and the details of activities

were discussed and consensus has been reached.  Partnership with local government agencies

and other voluntary organizations will be sought on need-base to establish and to sustain the

programme results.
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 BrBrBrBrBroad timefroad timefroad timefroad timefroad timeframeameameameame

Activities Broad Timeframe for One Year

To develop a video training model on 10 topics 1st and 2nd month

Pre-survey 1st and 2nd month

Networking of Self-help groups 1st and 2nd month

Women empowerment workshops 3rd to 12th month

Progress report Once in every six months, starting from

the 6th month of the project

Final report 1st week of 13th month

Audited accounts report 1st week of 13th month

 Budget for one yearBudget for one yearBudget for one yearBudget for one yearBudget for one year

S.No. Head of Accounts 
Total 

INR Euro 
(€1=INR70) 

1 Infrastructure                 -    € 0 

2 Furniture and Equipments                 -    € 0 

3 Training Cost 6,012,000  € 85,885.7 

4 Administrative Cost 380,000  € 5,428.6 

5 Staff Cost 1,056,000  € 15,085.7 

6 Project Cost 7,448,000  € 106,400 

7 Local Contribution   € 0 

8 Grant Request from Donor 7,448,000  € 106,400 

 



Gender equity through sustained social and economic empowerment of YOUNG WOMEN

 1st Year  2nd 
Year 

 3rd 
Year  Total  Local 

Contribution  INR  EURO
(1€ = INR 70) 

1  INVESTMENT                     ‐                    ‐                       ‐   
 Building & Infrastructure                  ‐                       ‐   

                ‐                       ‐   
                  ‐                    ‐                       ‐   

                ‐                       ‐   
                  ‐                    ‐                       ‐   

2  OPERATIONAL/DIRECT COST                  ‐                       ‐   
2a                  ‐                        ‐   

2a.1  Travel expenses for the coordinators 
to organize focused group discussions 
with the SHG women at the villages. 

 Lump sum per district (For the 1st 
two months of the project) 

 
Distric
t 

      18         10,000           180,000        180,000           180,000  € 2,571

2a.2  Project visibility materials   Banners, brochures, handouts, etc. 
for the 18 target districts in 4 states 

 
Distric
t 

      18         16,000           288,000        288,000           288,000  € 4,114

2b                  ‐                        ‐   

2b.1  Honorarium to resource persons
(Rs.8000*2 persons) 

 Two resource persons will be 
invited for each event. Expenses 
include travel, food, 
accommodation and honorarium 

 Event      180           8,000        1,440,000    1,440,000        1,440,000  € 20,571

 Unit Rate
(INR) 

Project Orientation and promotion of network:  State and district level 
coordinators visit the target villages in the 18 target districts in 4 states 
(Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, during the first 2 
months of the project; conduct focus‐group discussion with the target 
women; explain the project concet; motivate the women to participate and 
organize them into networks to become agents of social change and 
empowering other women.

To organize two‐day workshops on women empowerment: The 10 
modules will be covered in the two‐day workshop.  Totally, 180 batches will 
be organized, starting from the 3rd month of the project.  In each batch, at 
least 40 women will be empowered.
180 batches*40 women = 7200 women

 Annexure 1 

 Sub‐Total: Building and Infrastructure Cost 

 Sub‐Total: Furniture & Equipments Cost 

 Description  Particulars 

Ref. 
Numb

er

 Budget for Gender equity through women’s rights education and empowerment initiatives 

 Amount (INR)  Request 
 Unit  No. of 

Units 

Don Bosco Action Network Society Fr.Thamburaj sdb



Gender equity through sustained social and economic empowerment of YOUNG WOMEN

 1st Year  2nd 
Year 

 3rd 
Year  Total  Local 

Contribution  INR  EURO
(1€ = INR 70) 

 Unit Rate
(INR)  Description  Particulars 

Ref. 
Numb

er

 Amount (INR)  Request 
 Unit  No. of 

Units 

2b.2  Travel expenses, food, 
accommodation to the SHG women 
participants
(Rs.400 per participant) 

 Travel expense from their 
residence location to event location 

 
Partici
pant 

 7,200               400        2,880,000    2,880,000        2,880,000  € 41,143

2b.3  Stationery and learning materials to 
the participants
(Rs 120 per participant) 

 To be distributed to the 
participants during the workshop 

 
Partici
pant 

 7,200               120           864,000        864,000           864,000  € 12,343

2b.4  Rent for hall, audio and video 
equipments
(Rs.2000 per event) 

 Event      180           2,000           360,000        360,000           360,000  € 5,143

    6,012,000   6,012,000      6,012,000  € 85,886
3  Administrative Cost                  ‐                       ‐   
3.1  Stationery & printing

(Rs.35000*4 PDOs) per year 
 Documentation and printing at the 
4 state level centres 

 Year          1       140,000           140,000        140,000           140,000  € 2,000

3.2  Travel & communication
(Rs.20000*4 staff) per year 

 For the 4 state level coordinators ‐ 
Lump Sum per year 

 Year          1         80,000             80,000          80,000             80,000  € 1,143

 Monitoring & Reporting                  ‐                       ‐   
3.4  Travel expense for the Executive 

Director and National Coordinator 
 To monitor and collect reports for 
documentation and reporting 

 Year          1         95,000             95,000          95,000             95,000  € 1,357

3.5  Stationery, printing and postage   Documentation and reporting  Year         1        55,000            55,000         55,000            55,000  € 786
3.6  Accounts auditing expenses   Accounts will be audited once in a 

year by an external licensed auditor 
 Year          1         10,000             10,000          10,000             10,000  € 143

       380,000      380,000         380,000  € 5,429
4  STAFF COST                  ‐                       ‐   
4.1  Executive Director (1) ‐ Honorary   National office                  ‐                       ‐   
4.2  National Coordinator (1)

(Rs.25000*12 months) 
 National office   Year          1       300,000           300,000        300,000           300,000  € 4,286

4.3  Accountant‐cum‐Records Manager
(Rs.15000*12 months) 

 National office   Year          1       180,000           180,000        180,000           180,000  € 2,571

4.4  State Coordinators (4)‐ Part‐time
(Rs.12000*12 months*4 persons) 

 Province (1 for each state)   Year          1       576,000           576,000        576,000           576,000  € 8,229

     1,056,000    1,056,000       1,056,000  € 15,086

5       7,448,000           ‐            ‐      7,448,000        7,448,000  € 106,400

 Sub‐Total: Administrative Cost 

 Sub‐Total: Staff Cost 

 TOTAL PROJECT COST 

 Sub‐Total: Training Cost 

Don Bosco Action Network Society Fr.Thamburaj sdb



Gender equity through sustained social and economic empowerment of YOUNG WOMEN

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year INR Euro
(€1=INR70)

1 Infrastructure                -                      -   € 0

2 Furniture and Equipments                -                      -   € 0

3 Training Cost   6,012,000       6,012,000 € 85,885.7

4 Administrative Cost      380,000          380,000 € 5,428.6

5 Staff Cost   1,056,000       1,056,000 € 15,085.7

6 Project Cost   7,448,000             -                 -         7,448,000 € 106,400

7 Local Contribution € 0

8 Grant Request from Donor   7,448,000             -                 -         7,448,000 € 106,400

Annexure 1(a)

 Consolidated budget for Gender equity through women’s rights education 
and empowerment initiatives 

S.No. Head of Accounts
Amount (INR) Total

Don Bosco Action Network Society Fr.Thamburaj sdb
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OUT OF THE KITCHEN AND INTO THE WORLD 
India, land of rich culture and heritage, looks Woman differently. Women of 
this land are a symbol of worship; and also a victim of savages. Life of a 
Woman is not easy in the rural villages. Indian women are quite same in their 
attitude and in their thoughts, no matter whether they live in Tamil Nadu, or in 
Maharashtra. A Marathi woman and a Tamilian woman face the same 
challenges in and out of her family. There is no big difference in their thoughts 
and attitudes, also the way the Community looks at her is yet another deep 
surface to drill and understand. Their Culture and Language may differ but 
their pattern of communication to the outside world remains same. Their 
Lifestyle could be different but the style they live is common everywhere in 
the villages. Indian Women are known for their moral uprightness, but they 
cannot even have their Right to save themselves.  

RECENT CHANGE IN THE GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
The Indian Government has declared an amendment recently called 
“Panchayath Level Federation - PLF” aiming to slowly turn all independent 
networks of Self – Help Groups in to a Governmental body and pool all 
women of a village under their respective village territory. Women activists 
and Sociology Experts who work for Woman Empowerment have said that 
this territorial division which pools women based on their geographical 
locations would only benefit the Government, not the grass root level 
women. They also add that, Women have to face lot of difficulties even for 
the day to day administrative tasks of the groups. Their Independence is 
again curtailed under a single roof called village Panchayath. The 
population, geographical area, literacy rate, and the occupational activities 
will vary from every village of the Indian soil and the advisory boards of the 
respective villages may not be even aware of it. So, the growth and 
development of the women lies in the hands of the Panchayat, who will be 
the Gatekeepers. Also, in today’s context migration has become a common 
practice for village women, when her children get employed in towns and 
cities. She should be privileged to acquire all advancements in life.  

Thus, PLF has become a way of process which would cluster women and 
make them as mere Vote Banks. The concept of unanimous thinking of the 
women is expected to be gradually taken away, converting them into small 
clusters of their Panchayat. Integrity and collective approach would lack and 
the future is at stake.  
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WHAT DO WOMEN NEED? 
The above mentioned challenges are there with every woman, whether they 
are in or out of the SHGs. Women in India, are really in need of a big attitude 
change. Woman cannot grow high with the mindset what they possess right 
now. Thousands of SHGs, both Governmental and the Non – Governmental 
sector have tried working on empowering them but, they still lack and fall 
behind, the core reason has never been addressed so far.  

Most of the empowerment programs emphasize more on “WHAT?” can be 
given to Women, but not “WHY?” it has to be given, and “HOW?” it has be 
given. The success of any empowerment program lies in the way the 
recipient receives imbibes and practices. Working on Skill development of the 
women evading the character building is something like building a structure 
on a pores basement.  

Concepts like Women as an “Individual”, a Personality who could possess her 
own “Character”, and she can hold on to her “Attitude” are not been 
addressed yet among our rural Women. Case Studies and Role Models are 
always shown and they are trained to look up to the so called “IDEAL 
WOMAN” who lives the “PERFECT LIFE”, leaving out the ground reality. 
Women are highly motivated, educated with loads of information and 
encouraged with lots of examples, while she comes for the meeting. And 
what happens after she leaves the place? Who is there to find out whether 
she had taken it in or not? Most of the time, it becomes impossible and 
irrelevant to the life they are into. And sometime, women even become 
numb at a point and tend to reject anything further.  

PROVIDING WOMEN THE RIGHT TOOL TO EMPOWER THEMSELVES 

The demography of women at large, in India is highly vulnerable and prone 
to any type of consumption. Our previous schematic design was to address 
their Leadership, Communication and Marketing Skills. When we look this as a 
big picture, the concepts are really good, but the actual scenario in the 
villages is different and never brought out for any common discussion. What 
the Government projects is completely different from the actual status of the 
women.  

And today, Indian women are in need of character building than their 
capacity building; attitudinal formation is very much in need than their 
aptitude growth.  
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The following aspects reveal how a Woman lives in a rural area, in spite of 
being part of Self – Help Groups for many years 

1. Most of the Rural Women are still backward; most of them have no idea of 
why they are in the Self – Help Groups? 

2. Majority of Women are denied even with basic education and they are 
unaware of how they are being exploited. 

3. Women are highly vulnerable for all sorts of Violence; the rate of Domestic 
Violence is very high in Rural and Tribal villages of India. 

4. A woman doesn’t even have a say over herself and her Space, and this is 
common in all parts of India. 

5. Women have a very poor knowledge on “Savings”, and “Financial 
Independence”, and most of them are not able to reach out and 
understand the importance of saving money for them.  

A girl has no future after their marriage, and Child Marriages are still 
encouraged in most of the Villages in India. 

After realizing this reality, the Creative team decided immediately to work on 
the Concepts keeping in mind what women really need and how the 
concepts can be converted as a powerful tool, to be understood and 
related by an ordinary simple woman.  

The video training modules should be made in a way which will act as the 
right weapon for the need of the hour, focusing the real challenges of the 
women. Our Consultant, Mr. Kurian Kuttikaran, the veteran social activist and 
trainer, who has got vast experience in the field of women training and 
empowerment across India, helped the team to look within the problems and 
think beyond the old fashioned solutions, and assisted us to coin the new set 
of themes.   

REVISED CONCEPTS OF THE VIDEO TRAINING MODULES 
1. Women Space – “One for All & All for One” 

2. My Word is my Honor 

3. Savings 
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4. Creating Assets 

5. Financial Inclusion 

6. Violence against Women 

7. Women Rights 

8. Responsibility 

9. Accept and Celebrate Differences 

10. Is SHG enough? 

CRUX OF THE CONCEPT DESIGN 

01. WOMEN SPACE – “ONE FOR ALL & ALL FOR ONE” 

Women should understand their space. “The Women Space” – even their 
most beloved ones like husbands and children are also not allowed in that. 
Treasuring such space and rejoicing it would bring them dignity and make 
them more vibrant and independent. SHGs are the only avenue wherein they 
experience such space.  

So, women should look forward to be a part of such forums. Instead most of 
them are disoriented and don’t focus on their own – self. They don’t grow 
because they don’t value themselves. They never care about their strengths, 
their little wishes, and even their basic rights. They do not know what exactly 
they want and they need to do, to protect themselves. They remain careless 
and carefree blaming the external forces. They tend to remain as 
somebody’s property all through their life. They become victim for domestic 
violence, assaults, unjust abuses and they still remain silent.  SHGs are the 
opportunities where they can cherish their “space” and learn about them.  

Creating awareness on their “space” and on the methods they can exercise 
it within the SHGs would bring light among the women.  Why do you go for a 
SHG meeting?  “APNA SPACE” which drives them to Dream, Have Desires, 
Stay Determined and Practice Discipline. 
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02. MY WORD IS MY HONOUR 

Women are included in a group only on the basis of their character, not on 
their skills. Of all the other character traits, SHGs considers “Keeping your 
word” as the foremost. It runs on “Word of Honour”, and nothing else is 
important in the group. “Jabaan”, “Ijjadh”, “Vaakurudhi” are the powerful 
terminologies meaning “Keeping their word” used by the SHG women across 
the country.  

Keeping their word is the first and the primary step which reveals the integrity 
of the women. She earns respect and trust in her circles. She never takes 
things for granted, she never goes astray. This attitude brings honour for her, 
for her family, for her group and she instill a very powerful spirit amidst her 
group and society at large. Keeping her word involves lot of discipline, 
dedication, sincere effort and pride of righteousness. Every woman should 
possess this character. 

03. SAVINGS 

SHG women should understand the significance of saving money within their 
groups. When you save something, you have something. Women have a 
tendency of sacrificing everything for their kith and kin. They depend on 
someone else all through their life. Women those who earn money out of their 
hard labour, doesn’t save, they spend on their children. They consider that as 
an investment for their future, so that they can depend on him, at their later 
years.  

And the outcome is, “Women never become Trees, they remain only as 
Creepers”. They were creeping on their father’s back when they were young, 
then on husband, and later on their children, in-spite of all the contributions 
and sacrifices they make, they are dependent because of their poor attitude 
in handling money. 

The very idea of savings itself is misunderstood by the whole womanhood. 
They often think that they work for their family and the money earned should 
be used only on their family’s growth and betterment. The attitude could be 
correct, but if we look further deep, all through a woman’s life, the energy 
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spent by her, as an individual, in all aspects, has never been brought for any 
common discussion at all. Her presence and her words are mere negligible.  

This state has to be seriously dealt and changed. The change should come 
only from the women. Women should become the Asset holder, which yield 
dignity. She can avail her rights to Property. Whatever little money she makes, 
she should first save it for her, and lend the rest for the family. And therefore 
she evolves to be an independent “tree”, and empowers many creepers to 
become individual “tree”. And there comes a society, of gender equality. 

04. CREATING ASSETS 

Women need to build asset. And, women can build assets, only through 
SHGs. By building assets, they become independent, and they win “Respect” 
in their families. She should be aware of “Entrepreneurship”. Women should 
know this, “Earn more…Save more”. Women should know how a loan 
amount should be used and utilized for asset building. 

When a woman is given knowledge on Entrepreneurial possibilities, she 
understands the market needs in her locality, and becomes a wise money 
handler. She builds assets through her smart moves in the businesses. 

05. FINANCIAL INCLUSION     

Women should know that, their money is “NOT BIG” money. It’s very very little. 
So, women should be aware of using other large sources of financial bodies. 
The primary source is from the Government body.  

So, women should know to consider finances from various sources, and she 
should learn to use it productively and repay the debt on time. 

06. VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

Woman has always been the subject of violence, and in long run, they 
become violent and agents of violence. The sad truth is “Women accept 
Assaults”. Violence is the denial of Dignity; it denies them their basic “Rights”. 
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Women have a great psychological strength, in-spite of such strong power; 
they are prone to domestic violence. The reason is their attitude towards their 
husband and other males in the family. They accept such abuses as their part 
of life. They even support their husbands for being such violent with them. 
They confuse this arrogance with “Right to express” with their husbands. 
Illiteracy, ignorance and lack of Self-respect are the main key aspects of such 
behaviors. 

When woman understands her value and fight against the violence, there will 
be no domestic violence, if there is no friction inside the family, there won’t 
be any unnecessary calamities on the streets, and there would be no gender 
violence, even police lock-ups can be brought to down. It’s all in the hands 
of the Woman.  

07. WOMEN RIGHTS 

Women should know their “Rights”. There following are the three main wings 
of Rights, a woman need to know, they are, Human Rights, Economic Rights, 
and Socio – Cultural Rights. 

Woman should know how to exercise their Rights. She should be given 
awareness through the SHG, on where and how these Rights can be learnt, 
and how they need to respond, when they experience a violation. They 
should be even ready to take it to the justice. So, knowing their Rights is also 
mandatory in their journey of empowerment. 

08. RESPONSBILITY 

“There is no situation where nothing is in your hand”   Responsibility avails 
benefits. Responsibility avails opportunities and growth. Responsibility includes 
accountability in everything they do for the group and within the group. 

“Responsibility” opens up avenues, wherein women can bring out their 
master piece in all that they do. Excellence will become their habit, when 
they realize the responsibilities. Changes will become vivid.  

09. ACCEPT & CELEBRATE DIFFERENCES 
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Women should value differences. They should not only tolerate and accept 
but “Celebrate”. A woman respect and value the other irrespective caste, 
creed and belief. The attitude of Diversity is the need of the hour. 
Discrimination should be abolished among the group. Difference of opinions 
should be well received and dealt constructively. 

10. IS SHG ENOUGH…?      

After SHGs have nourished them with the moral upright attitudes, woman 
should be in the stage of influencing the system itself. They should lead the 
society to become “Women Centered”. When a woman is in the status of 
“Game Changer”, she holds the authority of assigning. She is no more a 
victim, whereas she can identify the victim and empowers them.  

She should be a part of the decisions made. Woman should define their 
agenda. Women should move into Panchayaths, they should take up roles 
like “Presidents of the local body”, which would bring good to their locality. 
For example, if a woman can “Negotiate” the manifestoes of the General 
Election, Positive growth and Changes can surely be realized.  

Woman also needs to be part of the Human Rights bodies, helping the 
underprivileged and marginalized. Thus pave way to high noble values like 
mutuality and equality in the society. Also, answers to BIG QUESTIONS like 
“Federating SHGs and Making Women as its Leaders” 

RESPONSE STUDY 
 
This new theme and the schematic design were verified for its relevance 
among the target group, the Indian Women, through the focus group 
discussion in all the chosen States. And the response inspired the team in a 
very big way that the topics are 100 % relevant and the modules are sure to 
be watched and discussed again and again and again till the expected 
changes are brought into practice in their daily life.
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RESPONSE SUMMARY 
 
Women have no idea about their space. It took some time for them to 
translate that word in their colloquial language and try to understand. Most 
of them were thinking about their position in their family. It was very 
challenging to express the exact term and make them to imbibe and realize. 
Most of them were wondering what could be their space and what to do 
with that personal space. After explaining few aspects deliberately, women 
started acknowledging that how they were not able to utilize their space and 
felt proud to be born as a Woman. Women themselves considered their life 
as an easy going, when it comes to “Promise”, they are not ready to take it 
very seriously and change. They are so casual and least bother about their 
word or commitment. Most of them even think that it is a very common 
mistake and need not be worried at all. The word Self Help Groups itself is 
misconceptualized in most of the rural areas. They call themselves as Savings 
Group. And,  
 
WOMEN SPACE – ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE 
 
• 10% of the women are happy and 90% of them are unhappy that they are 

born as Women 
• Women is a Role Model for everyone, but she should try for it 
• She need to identify her Rights and Stand for it 
• She needs to educate herself to become more Modern 
• Women need to be Courageous in and out of the family 
• When she does her duties properly, she feels glad and proud of herself 
• Women should change the way of thinking 
• Women are responsible for their Change 
• Women need to know herself, and her Capacities 
• Women should stand by themselves, on their own style 
• Women need to respect their own selves, their time and space 
• Women should become independent 
• Women should dedicate time for her interests 
• Women should develop her knowledge about the world, more than the 

value system which is making her more timid and dull headed 
• Women need Independence and Respect from her family and from the 

Community 
• Women need to spend some time, interact with their Community 
• Gender Discrimination should be abandoned 
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MY WORD IS MY HONOUR 
 

• Before Giving Word, think twice 
• Every Woman has got a special & thinking capacity 
• When a promise is given, try hard to keep up 
• Give word only when you are too sure of finishing that 
• Time is very important in keeping the word 
• Always be before the Deadline 
• Discipline is highly important in finishing the work 
• Get guidance 
• Before thinking, don’t Promise 
• Women are responsible for their Word 

 
SAVINGS 
 

• Women is able to save for herself 
• Women can teach her Children on Savings 
• Women become independent, when she becomes financially sound 
• Everyone should save money for their own expenses 
• Women should hold their savings in the bank 
• Women should plan and think before spending money 
• Women should encourage the other Women to save Money 

 
CREATING ASSETS 
 

• Investments should be made on Productive process 
• Investments changes Life 
• Women has the ability to change her family situation 
• Women should control the unnecessary expenses 
• Convert Savings as Asset – Eg. Grocery shops, Petty Shops etc… 
• Every Woman should definitely have “Plans for the Money” she makes 
• Family Collaboration is very much needed to create Assets, and 

Women need to establish the right rapport at the right time 
• With good guidance on Business tips, Income can grow 
• 20% of them are having good capacity to start a new business 
• 80% of them are stuck inside the four walls due to the traditional 

mapping for the women and her growth, the value system 
• Women should understand to work hard and smart 
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• Money should be invested in Lands, Gold and other useful commodities 
 
FINANCIAL INCLUSION 
 

• She needs to know the periodic information through various 
Government Schemes, for the Development of Women and Child in 
Rural and Urban areas 

• Women should realize that being a Single Entrepreneur will fetch her 
only few credits, whereas Group Entrepreneurship will take her to great 
heights. But, Group Entrepreneurship is only a DREAM 

• Planning the budget is highly important for any business 
• Linkages are very important 
• Village Organizations should be contacted constantly for updation 
• Knowledge on Government Schemes will increase their financial 

growth 
• Income Generating Programs – training can bring light in their life 
• Funds can be mobilized in numerous ways, planning in advance is very 

much lacking 
 
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
 
• Women should feel courageous 
• Women should feel ashamed of being beaten up by her husband 
• In a family, a boy and a girl should not be discriminated 
• Wife and Husband should not fight; they should feel equal and teach their 

children 
• Women should think new and teach the same to their kids 
• Physical, Psychological, and Mental Torture are all known as abuses 
• Don’t get Violent and become the agents of Violence 
• Husband dominating is known as Violence 
• Husband treating Wife as a Slave is still prevailing 
• There is No Unity in Family 
• Women has no Support from her Husband 
• Abusing a woman physically are seen in every family of the village and 

such violence has become so common  
• Due to Poverty, Family Environment, Violence is created 
• Violence due to Children 
• Women are Ready to Fight against Violence 
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• 90% of Women are dull in attitude. They should change, become more 
courageous 

• Child Marriage is the main cause of Domestic Violence 
• Women need to be open, should talk openly on Violence in the family 
• Women are forced to get married, and this should be brought for 

discussion 
• Women is lacking Rights in her own family  
• Women should also empower others to fight for Violence 
 
WOMEN RIGHTS 
 
• Women should exercise all RIGHTS 
• Women and Men are same 
• Women need to support one another 
• Government should pass laws against Physical abuse,  
• Woman should say “No” to Slavery 
• Women should have freedom to talk 
• Women should express her thoughts freely, without any inhibition 
• Women should enjoy all her Rights 
• Women should identify her Rights  
• Women should know her Value 
• Woman should understand the importance and benefits of equality 
• Woman should learn to balance work and life  
• Woman should have the Right to choose the boy 
• Women should be given equal opportunity  
• Women should enjoy, equal property rights 
• Women should be given equal Employability and Wages 
• A Woman has Rights on herself, deciding what to happen for her 
• She has Right to educate their children, especially daughter 
• Should talk openly on her Roles and Responsibilities to her family members 
 
RESPONSIBILITY  
 

• Woman should be responsible 
• Women should feel good about her 
• Woman should do it actions 
• She has Responsibility in her growth and in her children’s growth 
• Women can handle both work and life 
• She has Family Responsibilities 
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• Woman should also have her Work Responsibility 
• In any work, Woman should do her Responsibility 
• Woman should not skip her duties 
• Man and Woman are equal and they should discharge their duties 
• Woman should look after her herself 
• Woman should educate her family 
• Woman educated is better for community 

 
ACCEPT AND CELEBRATE DIFFERENCES 
 

• Women should identify their unique skills of their group member 
• They should bot insult each other in Common gatherings 
• Everyone should work hard 
• Do not discriminate 
• Understanding other’s wishes, their need 
• Respecting other’s view 
• Avoid Caste system 
• Don’t be Rude 
• Avoid Gender, Economical and Social Barriers 
• Reservation Polies should be avoided 
• Panchayath President – Woman should also have their say 
• Men are acting Leaders, and they are like King Makers 
• Gender Discrimination 
• Unity is more important 
• Mutual understanding can solve anything 

 
IS SHG ENOUGH? 
 

• Women groups should be as “Federations run by them” 
• Everyone woman should be part of a group 
• Few problems can be addressed in a group, but bigger issues can be 

dealt by uniting groups 
• Groups should plan for their common progress 
• Everyone involved in SHG, woman should improvise to access 
• Problems are always there, and each and everything should be 

addressed can be voluminous 
• Women united as a forum is the ideal way to achieve success 

 






